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ABOUT US
COMPANY PROFILE

Yoway Electronic Tech Co., ltd. is a leading manufacturer 
and exporter of Mirrors .Since 2010 we have partnered 
with leading distributors,super markets,project 
contractors and importers across the globe. Our interior 
decoration, bathroom mirrors and engineering projects 
are well-known worldwide. With its operation based in 
Shandong Province, China, Yoway Electronic products 
are an outcome of  innovative ,high quality and efficient 
manufacturing process .We are capable of offering 
flexible and suitable solutions as part of our customer 
service.Our design and engineering department makes 
sure that we have a constant supply of new innovative 
products as well as provide customized solutions for 
hospitality projects. 

Our manufacturing unit  covers 7000 SQM of effective 
floor space, filled up with state of the art technology 
and machines being part of a constant improvement 
processing to keep our products in the top-edge of 
the market.Our manufacturing process  complies with 
UL, cUL, CE, RoHs and ISO9001 certification guidelines. 
We also have a 1500 SQM distribution center in Spain , 
from where our products can be shipped conveniently 
to customers across Europe, Middle East and Africa. 

Having a monthly output of 6000-10000 pcs,we are 
capable enough to deliver big projects which are 
bound by tight deadlines.Our multi step verification 
and quality check during and after production ensures 
we filter out problems at early stage thus making the 
complete process faster ,defect-free and efficient.

We constantly participate in hospitality, construction, 
and other industry related exhibitions. Engaging our 
sales managers on business trips, meeting customers 
and getting real insights of the market keeps us on top 
of the line.
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Additional Functions
Smart Screens

Clock Display

Temperature And Clock Display

Lights on! 
Use the switch button in your mirror to enlight your room and 
get ready to makeup. Single press will turn on/off the light.

Forget about foggy mirrors! 
Use the Demister switch before taking a shower, it will warm 
up the surface of your mirror clearing up the fog.

Your favorite music in the bath! 
Use the Bluetooth function to pair your phone and listen to 
all music with high quality speakers included.

Enlight your motion! 
Use the motion sensor function to light up your mirror 
without even touching it, just like magic!

Sockets just next to you! 
Add shaving socket and keep everything you need just near 
to you.

Weather Display 
- Easy to set-up Wifi display 
- Show daily weather conditions 
- Clock display 
- Humidity percentage display 
- Calendar 
- Inside/Outside Temperatures

Smart Bluetooth Display 
- Temperature display
- Clock display 
- Calendar 
- Music control
- Built-in high fidelity bluetooth speakers 
- Built-in defogger

Blue Bluetooth Display 
- Temperature display
- Clock
- Music control 
- Built-in high fidelity bluetooth speakers 
- Built-in defogger

Give your mirror extra functionalities to improve your
daily productivity.   
Make sure you wear properly for the outside weather.    
Enjoy your favorite while you prepare for a perfect day
with it's built-in high fidelity bluetooth speakers.   
Forget about cleaning the fog out of the mirror, demister
takes care of keeping your mirror completely clean.

2835 High Efficiency LED Chips
- Up to 1350 lumens/mt
- Cri90+high color accuracy light
- Energy efficient
- Ul, ce, rohs, fcc certified
- Dimmable lights available
- Lifespan: 50,000 efficient usage hours

Higher Lumens Chips
Lumens are the measuring unit for brightness in lighting, our mirrors bring a wide range of 
brightness from 640 lumens/mt. Up to 1350 lumens/mt. 
Traditional bathroom light fixtures can give up to 1600 lumens and are lest cost efficient. 
Our led mirrors can bring at least 1800 lumens for the basic small sizes and even 3800 lumens for 
the high brightness models. 

True Lighting Mirrors
YOWAY Mirror LED Chips

LED lights lifespan is usually measured in hours, the higher ammount of 
hours, the better, but this measure most of the time doesn't consider the 
decrease of lumens output over the time. 
YOWAY mirrors use 50,000 effective hours lifepsan led chips, which means 
lumens won't decay notably over the time and beyond. 
Effective usage of our LED chips goes up to 27 years!

Higher CRI Chips

Long-Lasting Brightness

CRI stands for color rendering index, which is the measuring unit for the color 
accuracy of the light, the higher CRI,the better color accuracy. 
Our LED mirrors are CRI90+, rated as one of the highest CRI in the market, 
making them ideal for makeup, giving more natural-looking colors to reflect 
on the mirror. 

Other suppliers
1050Lumens

YOWAY standard mirrors
1800Lumens

YOWAY high brightness mirrors
3800Lumens

IP65



Yoway Basic
THE BEST BUDGET MIRROR Enhanced Lighting, the brightest mirrors

Yoway Standard

Yoway Basic line comes with the essential features that people need in a bathroom mirror, at the best prices on the market.  

The Ideal light tone: perfect balance between warm and cold light, our basic line comes with led strips that give vibrant tones and reflections on 

the mirror.  

Lightweight, easy to install: avoid the huge gaps between the walls and the mirror surface, with Yoway Mirrors you can easily install and have a 

glorious look on your bath.  

The Demister: keep your mirror clean the whole time, avoid wasting time cleaning the mirror after taking a shower. 

With enhanced led strips, Yoway Standard improved features makes it perfect for daily makeup, creating different enviroments and lighting up 
your rooms.  

The perfect light for any moment: Yoway Stndard comes with higher brightness led strips at a range from 4000K to 6000K lighting, you can have 
your cold light for day time makeup or shaving and later adjust to 4000K for a more warm light tone, ideal for nightime makeup or creating more 
relaxing ambient.  
 
Aluminium framed: Our standard Mirrors come with an strong backbone aluminum frame, for better lifespan on the bathroom,  much thinner 
and lightweight than most mirrors on the market and with an elegant white color finish. Also the back cover allows the light to be more properly 
focus on you, diminishing shadows. 

Features:  

- Touch button                                                                   - Demister pad                                                         - Extra thin and lightweight frame  

- Neutral 4000K light, suitable for any situation        - Rust Resistant Copper-free mirror                    - Enviromental friendly                                       

- 3 Year Warranty

Features:  

- Touch button                                                                         - Demister pad                            - Extra thin and lightweight Aluminum frame 

- Neutral 4000K light, 6000K white-cold light                  - Dimmable brightness             - Back cover 

- Rust Resistant Copper-free mirror                                    - Enviromental friendly             - 3 Year Warranty.



Yoway Pro
Smart Solution for Modern Bathrooms

With Yoway’s high brightness led strips, Yoway Pro eliminates all shadows and creates vivid tones on mirror 
reflections.  
 
Perfect lighting for any moment: Yoway Pro comes with higher brightness led strips at a range from 4000K to 
6000K lighting, you can have your cold light for day time makeup or shaving and later adjust to 4000K for a more 
warm light tone, ideal for nightime makeup or creating more relaxing ambient.  
 
Essential information: The weather display gives you all basic information, from the weather forecast to time, 
calendar and humidity 
percentage.  
 
Enjoy your favorite tunes: Built-in bluetooth stereo speakers bring life to your bathroom, enjoy your favorite music, 
audiobooks, relaxing sounds and more.  
 
Seamlessly integrates to your daily routine: The display and bluetooth functions are built-in to work smoothly.  
 
Dimmable Lighting: adjust the brightness of your mirror at any time, by just long pressing the light button, you can 
dim the lights for a more convenient use.  
 
The Demister: keep your mirror clean the whole time, avoid wasting time cleaning the mirror after taking a shower.  
 
Aluminium framed: Our PRO Mirrors also come with an strong backbone aluminum frame, for better lifespan on 
the bathroom,  much thinner and lightweight than most mirrors on the market and with an elegant white color 
finish. Also the back cover allows the light to be more properly focus on you, diminishing shadows. 

Features:  

- Touch buttons                                 - Weather Display                                                               - Bluetooth 

- Demister pad                                  - Extra thin and lightweight Aluminum frame              - Neutral 4000K light, 6000K white-cold light  

- Dimmable brightness                   - Back cover                                                                          - Rust Resistant Copper-free mirror 

- Enviromental friendly                   - 3 Year Warranty



PROJECT SOLUTIONS BY YOWAY

UV LED MIRROR

UV LED MIRROR SERIES COME WITH IN-BUILT UV LIGHT TO STERILIZE 

ALL VANITY AND BASIN AREA. KEEP YOUR ENVIROMENT FREE OF VIRUS, 

BACTERIAS AND GERMS.  

ADDITIONAL SENSORS INCORPORATED FOR A TOUCHLESS EXPERIENCE.  

IDEAL FOR: HOTELS, PUBLIC BATHROOMS, RESTAURANTS, BARS, GUEST 

ROOMS, ETC. 

Model：UV-15

StandardSizes

Custom Functions

UL FCC RoHS CE

Lamplight MagnifierClock DemisterTemperature BluetoothDate WiFi

80CMx60CM/32＂x24＂         90CMx70CM/36＂x28＂
100CMx75CM/40＂x30＂       100CMx100CM/40"x40"

TOUCH-LESS MOTION 
DETECTOR 



SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO DISINFECT BATHROOMS

Features:

OPTICAL PARAMETERS: 

IP RATED 65

RADIATED POWER >30mW

WAVELENGH OF LED 
CHIPS 

UVA: 390-410NM 
UVC: 275-285N M

STERILIZATION AREA 1.2 M2 

UV-C radiation is a known disinfectant for air, water and surfaces that can help 
mitigate the risk of acquiring an infection and has been used extensively for more 
than 40 years.

All bacteria and viruses tested to date (many hundreds over the years, including 
various coronaviruses) respond to UV-C disinfection.

In laboratory testing, UV-C light sources inactivated 99% of SARS-CoV-2 virus 
on a surface. A clear indication that UV-C light can play a valuable part in your 
protection strategy.

UV-C is found within 100-280 nm range.

Our uv led mirror series, works automatically for periods of one hour.

When motion is detected, UV light automatically turns it-self off.



By Yoway Mirrors

Brand New designs

StandardSizes

Custom Functions

UL FCC RoHS CE

Lamplight MagnifierClock DemisterTemperature BluetoothDate WiFi

60CMx80CM/24＂x32＂         70CMx90CM/28＂x36＂
75CMx100CM/30＂x40＂       100CMx100CM/40"x40"

We took the traditional led mirror design and push it further.  
Creating thinner lines and layouts, giving more sober aesthetics 
and luxurious look.   
 
In Yoway we want mirrors to express outstanding quality, and to 
become the luxury piece of your bathroom.  
Bolder lines, singular patterns and style that goes with the new 
trends of interior decoration.  
 
Be part of the innovation, choose Yoway Mirrors.

Model：YM-151



Model：YM-130

Model：YM-134

Model：YM-131

Model：YM-135

Model：YM-132

Model：YM-136

Model：YM-133

Model：YM-137

Model：YM-138 Model：YM-139

Model：YM-140 Model：YM-141



Model：YM-142 Model：YM-143

Model：YM-144 Model：YM-145

Model：YM-146 Model：YM-147

Model：YM-148 Model：YM-149



Model：YM-150 Model：YM-155Model：YM-152 Model：YM-156

Model：YM-153 Model：YM-157Model：YM-154 Model：YM-158



Maya Series

60CMx80CM/24＂x32＂         70CMx90CM/28＂x36＂
75CMx100CM/30＂x40＂       100CMx100CM/40"x40"

StandardSizes

Rectangular shapes and curves fuse into rustic style for our Maya Series.  
recreate nature and floral themes with Mayan inspired patterns.  
The Mayan series by Yoway merge perfectly with wooden furniture, walls and 
natural stone.  
Also creates more relaxing spaces together with plants and green decoration.

Custom Functions

UL FCC RoHS CE

Lamplight MagnifierClock DemisterTemperature BluetoothDate WiFi

3000K 4000K 6000K



Model：YM-159 Model：YM-160

3000K 4000K 6000K 3000K 4000K 6000K



Model：YM-161 Model：YM-162

3000K 4000K 6000K 3000K 4000K 6000K



StandardSizes

Custom Functions

UL FCC RoHS CE

Lamplight MagnifierClock DemisterTemperature BluetoothDate WiFi

60CMx80CM/24＂x32＂         70CMx90CM/28＂x36＂
75CMx100CM/30＂x40＂       100CMx100CM/40"x40"

Combination of strict geometry, patterns and modern arabic style to complement 
a more open space philosophy.  
Bring all the majestic and greatfullness of islamic architecture to your rooms.  
Arched ingravings and different light tones that seamlessly merge with marble 
and stone styles, creating luxurious aesthetic with golden decorations.

3000K 4000K 6000K

Arabic Series



Model：YM-163 Model：YM-164

3000K 4000K 6000K 3000K 4000K 6000K



Model：YM-165 Model：YM-166

3000K 4000K 6000K 3000K 4000K 6000K



StandardSizes

Custom Functions

UL FCC RoHS CE

Lamplight MagnifierClock DemisterTemperature BluetoothDate WiFi

60CMx80CM/24＂x32＂         70CMx90CM/28＂x36＂
75CMx100CM/30＂x40＂       100CMx100CM/40"x40"

Inspiration, relaxation and harmony.  
 
Inspired by Mandala patterns, Yoway crafted designs that can create balance and let 
people inspire on a new range of decorative choices.  
Seamlessly combine with indian stone and a wider range of vanities, Mandala series 
is available in all light tone range from 3000K to 6000K.

3000K 4000K 6000K

Mandala Series



Model：YM-167 Model：YM-168

3000K 4000K 6000K 3000K 4000K 6000K



Model：YM-169 Model：YM-170

3000K 4000K 6000K 3000K 4000K 6000K



LED Bathroom Mirrors 

Horizontal

Brand: YOWAY 
Surface：90+% High Reflectance 5mm Copper Free Mirror 
Lighting：White/ Warm.  
Lumens: 1360 Lumens/ meter.
CRI90+ Led strips. 
Sizes：Custom Sizes Available.

80CMx60CM/32＂x24＂
90CMx70CM/36＂x28＂
100CMx75CM/40＂x30＂
100CMx100CM/40"x40"

Standard Sizes

Custom Functions

Touch
button

MagnifierClock DemisterTemperature BluetoothDate Hands-Free
calls

Beveling Edge Works

Flat polished Sharp cornersPencil round edges Polished radius

Led Mirrors are one of the most popular  products and 
decoration tools nowadays. Usually installed in bathrooms 
or poorly illuminated and small places, Led mirrors give 
a subtle but sufficient light that makes it easier to shave, 
apply makeup or do whatever it is that requires a well-
lit reflection. By using Led Lights, our mirrors create a soft 
glow which can be a standout light source and at the same 
time, give a relaxing ambience.

Model：YM-001

UL FCC RoHS CECustom Size Copper free Safe Waterproof

Cu IP65



Model：YM-008 Model：YM-009 Model：YM-062

Model：YM-076Model：YM-022

Model：YM-075 Model：YM-078

Model：YM-006

Model：YM-011 Model：YM-084



Model：YM-021

Model：YM-065 Model：YM-074

Model：YM-079

Model：YM-017 Model：YM-025 Model：YM-073

Model：YM-090

Model：YM-085 Model：YM-087



Model：YM-059

Model：YM-014 Model：YM-046 Model：YM-049 Model：YM-056

Model：YM-088Model：YM-047

Model：YM-089 Model：YM-027

Model：YM-086



Model：YM-007

LED Bathroom Mirrors 

Vertical

50CMx70CM/20＂x28＂
70CMx90CM/28＂x36＂
70CMx100CM/28＂x40＂

Lights hanging over your mirror can be a bit of an eye sore. 
for regular mirrors it´s a necessity to have, but they take 
valuable space and are not so aesthetics. Led Mirrors solve 
this problem while their subtle lights and designs make the 
mirror stand out creating a sense of depth, ideal for even 
small spaces, making them look bigger, interesting and 
beautiful. Lighted Mirrors are also sleek and provide mod-
ern aesthetic to your spaces, even making them look luxury. 
The best options for reduced spaces, vertical mirrors can 
fit almost anywhere, bringing light despite their reduced 
width.

UL FCC RoHS CECustom Size Copper free Safe Waterproof

Cu IP65

Touch
button

MagnifierClock DemisterTemperature BluetoothDate Hands-Free
calls

Flat polished Sharp cornersPencil round edges Polished radius

Brand: YOWAY 
Surface：90+% High Reflectance 5mm Copper Free Mirror 
Lighting：White/ Warm.  
Lumens: 1360 Lumens/ meter.
CRI90+ Led strips. 
Sizes：Custom Sizes Available.

Standard Sizes

Custom Functions

Beveling Edge Works



Model：YM-015 Model：YM-048Model：YM-007 Model：YM-018

Model：YM-013 Model：YM-036



Model：YM-055 Model：YM-097Model：YM-051 Model：YM-063

Model：YM-054 Model：YM-096



Model：YM-100 Model：YM-106Model：YM-098 Model：YM-101

Model：YM-099 Model：YM-103



Model：YM-110 Model：YM-068Model：YM-107 Model：YM-066

Model：YM-109 Model：YM-067



Model：YM-060

LED Bathroom Mirrors 

D*30CM/12”
D*60CM/24＂
D*70CM/28＂

D*80CM/32＂
D*125CM/50”

Rounded means relax, comfort, ease.Rounded Mirrors are 
a series of delicate, armonious and well crafted designs 
specially made for those who look for relaxing ambients. 
Regular lighting fixtures often create shadows on your face, 
making it difficult to see yourself fully illuminated. Led Mir-
rors provide full illumination and highlights your entire face 
with clear, even light. Enjoy and see the designs available.

Round

UL FCC RoHS CECustom Size Copper free Safe Waterproof

Cu IP65

Touch
button

MagnifierClock DemisterTemperature BluetoothDate Hands-Free
calls

Flat polished Pencil round edges

Brand: YOWAY 
Surface：90+% High Reflectance 5mm Copper Free Mirror 
Lighting：White/ Warm.  
Lumens: 1360 Lumens/ meter.
CRI90+ Led strips. 
Sizes：Custom Sizes Available.

Standard Sizes

Custom Functions

Beveling



Model：YM-061 Model：YM-111 Model：YM-042 Model：YM-031



Model：YM-114Model：YM-113

Model：YM-060

Model：YM-041Model：YM-043

Model：YM-115



Model：YM-072

LED Bathroom Mirrors 

50CMx70CM/20"x27"
70CMx90CM/27"x36"
70CMx100CM/27"x40"

With Led Strips surrounding the mirror, Led Mirrors bring 
higher luminosity to the room, making it brigher and giving 
a soft glow, just what you need to make your space perfect.
Oval Mirrors despite their reduced width, give a sense of 
having a big mirror in the room, enhacing the looks and 
functionality of your spaces, even if they are small.

Oval

UL FCC RoHS CECustom Size Copper free Safe Waterproof

Cu IP65

Touch
button

MagnifierClock DemisterTemperature BluetoothDate Hands-Free
calls

Flat polished Pencil round edges

Brand: YOWAY 
Surface：90+% High Reflectance 5mm Copper Free Mirror 
Lighting：White/ Warm.  
Lumens: 1360 Lumens/ meter.
CRI90+ Led strips. 
Sizes：Custom Sizes Available.

Standard Sizes

Custom Functions

Beveling



Model：YM-116 Model：YM-071 Model：YM-117 Model：YM-037



Model：YM-118 Model：YM-072Model：YM-040 Model：YM-122

Model：YM-058 Model：YM-121

Model：YM-119 Model：YM-120



Model：YM-123

LED Bathroom Mirrors 

50CMx70CM/20"x27"
70CMx90CM/27"x36"
70CMx100CM/27"x40"

Marvelous and stylish designs in Mirrors, astonish every-
one that walks into your mirrors with unique themes. With 
Unique Led Mirrors, we allow people to create and inno-
vate in their houses, giving more choices to create vibrant 
rooms.

Unique

UL FCC RoHS CECustom Size Copper free Safe Waterproof

Cu IP65

Touch
button

MagnifierClock DemisterTemperature BluetoothDate Hands-Free
calls

Flat polished Pencil round edges

Brand: YOWAY 
Surface：90+% High Reflectance 5mm Copper Free Mirror 
Lighting：White/ Warm.  
Lumens: 1360 Lumens/ meter.
CRI90+ Led strips. 
Sizes：Custom Sizes Available.

Standard Sizes

Custom Functions

Beveling



Model：YM-123 Model：YM-030Model：YM-005 Model：YM-053

Model：YM-029 Model：YM-125

Model：YM-124 Model：YM-034



Model：YM-012 Model：YM-127Model：YM-023 Model：YM-035

Model：YM-126 Model：YM-057

Model：YM-010 Model：YM-044



LED Bathroom Mirrors 

60CMx60CM/24"x24"
70CMx70CM/28"x28"
80CMx80CM/32"x32"

Custom framed mirrors are a timeless and elegant way to 
add style, light and sophistication to any space. They can 
serve to reflect light and brighten dark rooms, reflect and 
multiply a beautiful view, or visually expand a room to add 
depth and a sense of space.

Framed

UL FCC RoHS CECustom Size Copper free Safe Waterproof

Cu IP65

Touch
button

MagnifierClock DemisterTemperature BluetoothDate Hands-Free
calls

Flat polished Pencil round edges

Brand: YOWAY 
Surface：90+% High Reflectance 5mm Copper Free Mirror 
Lighting：White/ Warm.  
Lumens: 1360 Lumens/ meter.
CRI90+ Led strips. 
Sizes：Custom Sizes Available.

Model：YM-129

Standard Sizes

Custom Functions

Beveling



Model：YM-028 Model：YM-128



Decoration styles for everyone

60CMx60CM/24"x24"
70CMx70CM/28"x28"
80CMx80CM/32"x32"

Cartoon Led Mirrors

Touch
button

MagnifierClock DemisterTemperature BluetoothDate

Flat polished Pencil round edges

Kids will look forward to brush their teeth and wash
their hands! With the Cartoon Series of LED Mirrors, 
we make bathrooms and bedrooms more interesting! 
We have mirrors for every type of use and Tons of 
functions can be added to mirrors!

Standard Sizes

Custom Functions

Beveling

As Mirrors manufacturers, we have thought about
everything. With Yoway, there is place for mirrors in every
part of your house.Keep kids entertained while cutting their 
hairs, brushing teeth or washing hands. Use bluetooth 
functions to play bedtime music, audiobooks or stories 
before bed in his bedroom and more!

UL FCC RoHS CECustom Size Copper free Safe Waterproof

Cu IP65



Model：YM-Bear Model：YM-Chick Model：YM-Kitty Cat Model：YM-Tiger



Model：YM-Frog Prince Model：YM-Penguin Model：YM-Mouselet Model：YM-Piggy



Model：YSD-002

Dressing
Led Mirrors

55CMX150CM/22"X60"
55CMX160CM/22"X63"
70CMX200CM/28"X79"

Dressing mirrors are everywhere, from Boutiques to even 
your room. Our Dressing Mirror go further, letting you add 
features to replace your Music equipment, clocks and even 
termostat!.

UL FCC RoHS CECustom Size Copper free Safe Waterproof

Cu IP65

Touch
button

MagnifierClock DemisterTemperature BluetoothDate Hands-Free
calls

Flat polished Sharp cornersPencil round edges Polished radius

Brand: YOWAY 
Surface：99,7% High Reflectance 5mm Copper Free Mirror 
Lighting：White/ Warm.  
Lumens: 1360 Lumens/ meter.
CRI90+ Led strips. 
Sizes：Custom Sizes Available.

Standard Sizes

Custom Functions

Beveling Edge Works



Model：YSD-008 Model：YSD-007



-45- -46-

Model：YSD-003 Model：YSD-010 Model：YSD-006 Model：YSD-009


